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ABSTRACT 

Perceptions of a technology can shape the way the technology is 

used and adopted. Thus, in teleoperation, it is important to 

understand how a teleoperator’s perceptions of a robot can be 

shaped, and whether those perceptions can impact how people drive 

robots. Priming, evoking activity in a person by exposing them to 

learned stimuli, is one way of shaping someone’s perception. We 

investigate priming an operator’s impression of a robot’s physical 

capabilities in order to impact their perception of the robot and 

teleoperation behavior; that is, we examine if we can change 

operator driving behavior simply by making them believe that a 

robot is dangerous or safe, fast or slow, etc., without actually 

changing robot capability. Our results show that priming (with no 

change to robot behavior or capability) can impact operator 

perception of the robot, their teleoperation experience, and in some 

cases may impact teleoperation performance.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Robot teleoperation is increasingly used in disaster recovery 

situations, urban search and rescue, and industrial inspection tasks. 

Further, recent commercial telepresence robots have made 

teleoperation more available to non-specialists, and are used to 

attend remote work meetings, international conferences, and even 

for remote tourism. However, remotely navigating a robot safely is 

challenging, as the operator typically relies on a limited interface to 

maintain awareness of the remote environment [10,37,47]. In fact, 

research suggests that operation mistakes and errors, such as 

collisions with people or objects, are commonly due to operator 

error [16,46]. The operator’s opinions and perceptions of a robot, 

can heavily influence use patterns and ultimate product success 

[4,27,31,49], thus, designing a robot to feel safer or more usable 

may affect operation strategy, or operator psychology (e.g., 

frustration, confidence). Further, prior research in the related area 

of motor vehicle driving suggests that people may drive differently 

based on perceived risk of the driving task [15], or drive more 

recklessly if they believe their vehicle is safer (e.g., because of anti-

lock brakes) [23]. 

In this work, we explore the feasibility of shaping operator 

perception of the robots they are operating by priming them about 

the robot’s capabilities, and further investigate the priming’s 

impact on operation behavior. Specifically, we explore whether we 

can influence, or prime, an operator’s perception of the riskiness of 

driving a robot (e.g., if it is faster, more powerful, or less stable), 

and whether this may encourage a change in the operator’s driving 

behavior.  

We take two approaches to priming operators: we prime their 

perception of a robot through a) verbal and visual description of 
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Figure 1. A robot is driven through the obstacle course. We 

primed operators to believe that they were driving robots with 

different capabilities and potential risks. However, the robot 

secretly never changed. We examined how priming changes 

teleoperation behavior and perception of robots. 
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robot capability, and b) tangible priming of robot capability by 

static joystick stiffness.  In both cases, our goal is to prime operators 

to believe that a robot is more or less safe. For each approach, we 

conducted a study where participants believed they were operating 

different robots; in reality, they operated the same robot multiple 

times, and were only subjected to different priming stimuli. We 

investigated whether the priming was successful in impacting 

operator perception of the robot, and whether the priming impacted 

teleoperation performance.  

Our study results suggest that priming can be effective for 

shaping operator perceptions of robots: in both studies operators 

believed that the (identical) robots were had different capabilities, 

even after multiple navigation tasks. Further, we found our tangible 

priming method may impact teleoperation performance and self-

reported task load, although further inquiry is required to 

confidently make this claim. Our results serve as proofs of concept 

for using priming to impact teleoperator perceptions of a robot and 

their driving behavior, without making any changes to robot 

capability. Given evidence that perceptual change can be important 

for safety (e.g., leading to different driving speeds [9]), use, and 

adoption [27,31,49], our results highlight the feasibility of 

exploring priming for improved teleoperation. We envision that 

further exploration and application of priming can be a new HRI 

design avenue for improving teleoperation and promoting safe 

operator driving behavior. 

2 BACKGROUND: PRIMING 

In psychology, priming is a widely studied topic across a range of 

applications and methods that uses a stimulus (the priming) to cause 

an impact on an event or interaction. In our work, we focus on 

behavioral priming, where exposing a person to a stimulus or 

concept elicits some associated knowledge from previous 

experience, and impacts their behavior based on that experience 

[4,12,13]. In this case, priming can often induce a behavior change, 

without the person being aware of the priming [1,4,12,24]; 

however, priming can still be effective even if the person becomes 

aware of priming [13]. Priming is not limited to being performed 

beforehand, but is considered to occur as long as the priming 

features are present  (e.g. a constant priming stimulus) [2,4]. 

A very broad range of priming methods have been researched 

in psychology. Many of these are indirect and can be very subtle, 

such as omitting a word in a sentence [4], showing a picture of a 

situation to encourage the associated behavior (e.g., showing a 

picture of a library to make people quieter) [1,12], or playing 

musical chords to affect word choice [41]. Priming can also be 

metaphoric with tangible sensations, such as a person being seen as 

more important when holding a heavier clipboard [2]. More explicit 

examples include describing a person as mean or kind to prime 

others, which increases the likelihood that the primed people will 

see those qualities once they meet the person described [24]. This 

body of work demonstrates how priming can be used practically to 

alter and shape a person’s perceptions and behavior. 

Measuring the causes and effects priming has been shown to be 

difficult [13,45], in part because priming effects can be highly 

context sensitive [1,4,13,28]. For example, priming effects can vary 

due to the environment (e.g., sounds [41]), or nuances of the task 

description [28]. As such, inquiry into priming in teleoperation will 

require a range of studies and variants, and replication work, to get 

a complete picture. This motivates our decision to test two priming 

methods in our work. 

Although the effectiveness of priming is established in some 

domains, the science is still unclear on the limits and applications 

of priming [13]. We build on the work of behavioral priming in 

psychology by extending it to explore the use of priming for 

shaping teleoperator perception of their robot, and their behavior.  

3 RELATED WORK 

A core area of research in teleoperation aims to improve operator 

performance, including faster task completion time, fewer critical 

incidents such as collisions, and lower perceived workload [9]. 

General approaches include modifying on-screen information 

displays to aid an operator’s understanding of the robot and its 

surroundings (e.g., [22,25,32,37,39,47]), or designing new ways to 

physically control the robot (e.g., [35,38,50]). These works aim to 

improve teleoperator performance by improving the operator’s 

controls or ability to understand and correctly react to a situation. 

Our work is complementary to this method, where we aim to 

explore teleoperator performance after priming their perception of 

the robot. 

Psychological aspects of driving motor vehicles, such as the 

perception of a vehicle’s capabilities and its surroundings, have 

been shown to change driving behavior [17,18]. People may change 

their driving behavior based on the perceived risk of the 

surrounding environment [30], vehicle type [14], and driver mood 

[34]. Vehicle controls, such as haptic accelerator pedals [29], or 

transmission choice [7] can also affect driving psychology. We 

extend this research in vehicle control to robot teleoperation, 

investigating how to prime different perceptions of the robot, and 

if the priming affects teleoperation performance. 

Research has investigated using psychology-based designs in 

software to influence behavior. For example, attention and 

perception literature has been used to generate new teleoperation 

interfaces to improve teleoperation performance in visual search 

tasks [37,44,48]. Other aspects of software use, such as engagement 

with, and motivation to use software has been improved with the 

use game-based techniques (gamification) [3,20,26]. Some 

research has even used priming, for example by showing how 

priming users can affect their experience in virtual environments 

[33]. We follow this line of research by investigating priming 

teleoperator perceptions of a robot’s capabilities, and observing 

how it may affect operator behavior, and perception of the robot.  

Social HRI has explored the use of priming, or a variant called 

framing [45] in social interactions between people and social 

robots. Multiple approaches employing subtle shifts in language 

while talking about robots have influenced how personally [11] or 

human-like [42] people view or treat the robot. People will even 

subconsciously imitate robot speech patterns when interacting with 

a robot [8], an effect called lexical entrainment that shares 

similarities to priming. Priming can also make people believe an 

autonomous robot is actually teleoperated [43]. Experimental 



 

challenges have been noted for HRI, in that priming effects can be 

very sensitive to types of stimuli used for priming or the 

surrounding context of the priming environment, and that detecting 

changes can be difficult [45]. We complement this body of work by 

investigating the impact of priming methods in teleoperation. 

Others have attempted to change an operator’s perception of a 

robot to shape their teleoperation behavior; while not presented as 

priming per se, these works use stimuli to evoke feelings and 

change behavior. For example, it has been shown that robot 

designers can physically change a robot’s driving feel to impact the 

operator’s mental workload and performance [36], or make 

operators feel safer [5]. Dynamic haptic feedback mechanisms that 

react to the robot’s changing environment can also influence the 

operator to better avoid obstacles [19]. These works demonstrate 

that there are numerous approaches to how we can mentally 

influence teleoperators. We complement the research by 

investigating how to shape perceptions about a robot’s physical 

abilities with no actual modification to robot behavior or any 

additional real-time feedback during interaction; we shape 

perceptions only through descriptions or static joystick stiffness. 

4 TELEOPERATOR PRIMING TECHNIQUES 

Based on our background research outlined in Section 2, we 

explore two priming techniques not previously explored in the 

literature: visual and textual robot description, and tangible joystick 

stiffness, to represent robot capability. We applied both of these to 

the Double 2 telepresence robot (see Figure 1).  We were not able 

to find examples of these methods in the priming literature. 

In both cases, the goal of our priming was to instill beliefs into 

the operator about how safe, or unsafe, the robot is. This builds on 

prior research suggesting how perceptions of safety may impact 

driving behavior [17,18]. We carefully crafted our priming stimuli 

with this in mind. In each method, we developed three levels of the 

priming on a continuum: one to represent a robot as more 

dangerous, one to represent a safer robot, and one in the middle of 

the two. In all cases, the same robot was used, and it reacted and 

responded identically to the same input – only the priming changed. 

4.1 Tangible Priming 

We used constant tangible joystick stiffness to prime people about 

a robot’s capabilities by changing the static stiffness of a joystick 

between robots (Figure 2). An object’s tangible weight has been 

found to change how people who hold them are perceived [2], thus 

we investigate the perceptual effects of the weight of a joystick on 

teleoperation. There was no real-time adjustment of the stiffness 

(i.e., no live feedback): the virtual spring settings (that simulate the 

feel of a classic spring-based joystick) were held constant during 

control of a robot, and settings were only changed between 

conditions to represent stronger or weaker springs. Participants 

were told the joystick may feel different with each robot based on 

robot capabilities. The robot itself and joystick behavior never 

changed – a given joystick position would result in identical 

behavior regardless of spring settings. 

The design intention was for stronger spring stiffness, which 

resists manipulation, to imply a slower or heavier robot – and thus 

be safer to drive. With lighter spring stiffness, the intention was for 

the robot to feel more responsive, like a light, “zippy” vehicle that 

quickly accelerated – thus being less safe to drive.  

We had three levels: safe robot (100% of device maximum 

spring and friction stiffness), unsafe robot (10% spring and friction 

stiffness), and middle robot (50% spring and friction stiffness). 

People were not told about the intended three safety levels, but were 

instead told that “Each robot will interact with the joystick 

differently, based on the robot’s physical design.”  

4.2 Descriptive Priming 

We used a description of the robot being operated to prime people 

about the robot’s capabilities, employing both verbal description 

and visual aids that represent different robot characteristics. As in 

the prior condition, the robot itself never changed. 

We designed three priming variants to match our safe, unsafe, 

and middle designs. For each variant, we crafted a fake robot model 

and simple specification sheet (Figure 3), and we used a scripted 

explanation when introducing the robot that emphasized the safety 

and risks of each. The robot characteristics included motor power, 

balance, and traction, characteristics designed to prime people on 

the robot’s safety of operation. People kept the specification sheet 

in front of them during operation. 

The “Double Turbo” model (Figure 3c) was designed to appear 

as a fast and dangerous robot, and was introduced as a design that 

was “made to prioritize speed over all else.”  The “Double Tuff” 

model (Figure 3a) was designed to appear safe to operate, and was 

introduced as a design that was “made to prioritize robustness and 

product life.” The “Double Home” (Figure 3b) was designed to 

appear as a balanced robot, and was introduced as a design that 

“focused on balance and battery life, but is easier to break.”  

5 INVESTIGATING PRIMING IN 

TELEOPERATION 

We conducted two within-participants studies to investigate the 

impact of each of our two priming methods on teleoperation; in 

particular, we investigated persistent teleoperator perception of a 

Figure 2. The joystick we used for tangible priming – 

Microsoft Sidewinder Force Feedback 2 USB joystick. 



robot after operating it, and teleoperation performance. These 

studies were nearly identical, with the primary difference being the 

priming employed. 

5.1 Instruments 

Participants controlled a Double 2 telepresence robot over our 

university’s Wi-Fi network, using the official Double wide-angle 

camera (150 degree field of view) and HD audio (speaker and 

microphone) kits. The camera feed and joystick networking was 

managed by custom software running on the Double’s iPad Air 2. 

The robot was controlled by a Microsoft Sidewinder USB Force 

Feedback 2 joystick. 

Participants viewed the robot’s full-screen camera feed on a 24 

inch IPS monitor. The resolution of the feed was 640 by 480 pixels, 

compressed using MJPEG (iOS JPEG library, 50% compression). 

Our setup maintained a steady framerate of 15 frames per second. 

Participants wore headphones so they could hear the robot sounds 

from the remote location. 

Participants completed questionnaires on the same machine but 

on a separate monitor, using Google Forms, with a final free-form 

questionnaire completed on paper. 

5.2 Task 

Participants were tasked with navigating the robot through an 

obstacle course. They were instructed to drive and complete the 

task as quickly as they felt comfortable, while trying to avoid 

colliding with obstacles, walls, etc.; we emphasized to participants 

that it was not a race, but we were recording their completion times. 

While the room and obstacle configuration remained static, we 

designed three different (but roughly equivalent difficulty) paths 

through the course for use in a counterbalanced within-participant 

design. (Figure 1, Figure 4). Each path had the same Manhattan 

distance and number of turns, and took approximately 2~5 minutes 

per lap, depending on driving speed and number of collisions.  

The paths were designed to be long enough to provide 

opportunities for different driving styles (tight navigation, long 

stretches, etc.). The obstacles were desks and large cardboard 

pieces that generated loud noises (audible to the operator) when the 

robot collided with them. 

5.3 Measurements 

Our performance measurements were selected as simple operation 

measures used in prior work [9,36], and subjective reflection based 

on priming goals (perception of performance-related variables). We 

recorded the time participants took to complete laps of the obstacle 

course, and the number of collisions with obstacles, walls, etc. A 

collision was defined as any time the robot touched an object in the 

room – magnitude of the collisions was not considered. 

After completing the task for a condition, participants filled out 

self-report questionnaires to gauge their subjective workload (via 

NASA TLX [21]), perceptions of the robot, and the teleoperation 

experience. The latter included 5-point Likert-like scale items 

inquiring about perceived speed, weight, steering, durability, 

power, safety, and responsiveness of the robot. 

Participants also completed free-form written questions 

inquiring about their experience, after each condition. These 

questions were optional, and asked participants for any positive, 

negative, or other feedback they wished to provide us about the 

robot and teleoperation experience. We collected demographics 

information at the beginning of the experiment as well, including 

age, gender, frequency of playing video games, frequency of 

driving, and self-reported driving skill. 

5.4 Procedure 

The same procedure was followed for both of the priming studies, 

with differences highlighted in the corresponding sections below. 

Participants were first given a briefing of the experiment and signed 

an informed consent form. Participants were told that they will test 

Figure 3. The priming sheets were explained and given to participants before the study. The sheet of the robot being driven was 

left on the desk for participant’s reference. a) the safe condition b) the middle condition c) the unsafe condition 

a) b) c) 



 

3 new prototype telepresence robots in order to help us evaluate the 

safety and drivability of each robot for new users. We described the 

robots as being similar in size and shape, but with different internal 

components that may change how they perform. We explained the 

overall procedure of the experiment, and introduce the joystick and 

obstacle course that they will use. Further, before starting, we 

explained either the connection between the robot and joystick (for 

the tangible priming) or the robot data sheets (for the descriptive 

priming). The participants were seated in a room removed from the 

actual room with the robot and obstacle course in it. 

Following the introduction, a priming condition was applied 

and the participant teleoperated the robot through the obstacle 

course. We asked them to complete three laps of the course, after 

which we administered the post-condition questionnaire to elicit 

their impressions of the robot and teleoperation experience. The 

participants were instructed the first lap was a learning trial. We 

only recorded time and collision data for the second and third laps. 

This was repeated for the three priming conditions (safe, middle, 

unsafe), with the order of the priming conditions and the path 

through the course (Figure 4) fully counterbalanced. 

Finally, after all three conditions, the participants were 

debriefed about the deception in the obstacle course room with the 

robot – it was, in fact, always the exact same robot. The experiment 

was then re-explained in the context of the deception and how the 

deception helps achieve the research goal. The participants were 

then encouraged to engage with a discussion with the researcher 

about the experiment.  

Our university’s research ethics board approved both studies. 

5.5 Study 1: Tangible Priming 

We recruited 25 participants. One did not complete the experiment, 

and two others were identified as outliers: we observed them not 

attempting to avoid obstacles (e.g., laughing and pushing obstacles 

around), and this was reinforced from their data (>1.5 Inter-quartile 

range). This resulted in 22 participants (mean age of 24, standard 

deviation of 6.3 years; 12 female).  

5.5.1 Results 

To investigate whether the tangible priming worked, we conducted 

Friedman’s ANOVA tests on our Likert-like scale perception data. 

We found statistically significant results for perceived speed, 

perceived steering ability, perceived durability, and perceived 

safety (see Table 1). Other tests on perceived teleoperation 

experience were non-significant. Further, we found no effect of 

variables from the demographics questionnaire (video game, 

driving experience). 

Both completion time and number of collisions were right 

skewed (non-normal, Shapiro-Wilk test, p<.05), and were corrected 

using a square root transform.  

To investigate teleoperation performance, we performed 

repeated measures ANOVAs on completion time, collisions, and 

perceived workload. We found a statistically significant, effect of 

tangible priming condition on collisions (F2,42=5.2, p=.01, η2=.20, 

Figure 5). Post-hoc tests (Bonferroni familywise correction) found 

the safe condition to have on average 4.8 fewer collisions (42% 

fewer) than the unsafe condition (p=.001, 95% confidence interval 

of the mean difference [1.8 collisions, 7.8 collisions]). 

We further found a statistically significant effect of tangible 

priming on perceived workload (NASA TLX sum, F2,42=3.6, p<.04, 

η2=.14, Figure 6). Post-hoc tests (Bonferroni familywise 

correction) found the non-safe condition to have on average 5.0 

points higher (14% higher) perceived workload than the safe 

condition (p<.04, 95% confidence interval of the mean difference 

[.22 TLX points, 9.7 points]). 

5.5.2 Discussion of Tangible Priming 

Our results indicate that our tangible priming conditions caused 

participants to perceive the robot and teleoperation experience 

differently: we found differences in perceived safety, durability, 

steering ability, and speed. Further, these differences aligned with 

the expected impact of the priming. Given that the robot reacted 

and responded identically in all conditions, and participants spent 

time controlling the robot, it would be reasonable to expect 

participants to rate the robots based on how it actually performed, 

 unsafe middle safe    χ2(2) 

speed 2 2.4 1.7 7.0 

steering 1.6 2.2 2.2 6.6 

durability 1.7 2 2.3 6.9 

safety 1.7 2 2.3 8.0 

Start/Finish 

Figure 4. The room and obstacle layout used in the 

study design, with the three paths through it. 

Table 1. Mean ranks and chi-square values for perceptual 

effects for tangible priming. All listed values are p<.05. 

Omitted tests are n.s. 



and perhaps notice that the robots were the same (or only slightly 

different). However, the fact that participants rated the robots 

differently despite this is a clear indication that the tangible priming 

method worked to shape participant perception of the robot and 

teleoperation experience. 

We further found a significant difference in collisions, with the 

non-safe condition having a 42% reduction (average 11.4 in the 

unsafe, and 6.6 in the safe), and participants reported lower task 

load with the safe condition (average 5.0 TLX points, 14%, lower 

than the unsafe condition). We note, however, a potential confound 

in the study: the usability of the different stiffness settings may 

explain the performance difference (e.g. the stiffer joystick was 

easier to use than the loose setting). Additional inquiry is required 

to analyze this further. 

Looking at our performance and perception results together, we 

see that people drove the safe condition in a safer manner. This is 

counter to our prediction from related work that suggested people 

may drive a safer robot more recklessly. Regardless, our priming 

method was a success, considering the changes in perception (e.g., 

of speed or steering capabilities) even though participants drove an 

identical robot each time. We conclude that the physical properties 

of an input method can be used to prime users and change their 

perceptions of the robot, and may also impact their performance. 

5.6 Study 2: Descriptive Priming  

We recruited 24 participants (none participated in the Tangible 

Priming study); three were removed as outliers as they did not 

attempt to avoid obstacles (e.g. driving full speed and not stopping 

for any obstacle), or did not appear to understand the instructions 

(e.g., frequently took wrong turns in the obstacle course).  This was 

reinforced as outliers in the data (>1.5 Inter-quartile range). This 

resulted in 22 participants (mean age 24, SD 6.3 years; 12 female). 

The priming specification sheets (Figure 3) were explained in 

detail to participants at the introduction of the study, and the sheet 

associated with each condition was left with the participant during 

the task. Participants were given time to review the specification 

sheet (the priming) before each condition, and the sheets were 

removed during the post-condition questionnaire. 

To further reduce potential learning effects (in addition to the 

counterbalancing) we added an additional training step after the 

initial explanation, and before the first condition: participants 

practiced using an additional, similar path through the obstacle 

course for two laps. Participants were told they were piloting the 

current commercially available robot model (compared to the 

“prototypes” that followed). 

Additional self-report measurements were added post-

experiment to reflect the particular details of our priming. 

Participants rated the robots on the criteria we used in the priming 

specification sheets (Figure 3). Participants were specifically asked 

to report based on their teleoperation experience, not on their 

memory of the specification sheets. 

5.6.1 Results 

To investigate whether the priming worked, we conducted 

Friedman’s ANOVA tests on our post-condition Likert-like scale 

data. We found statistically significant results for perceived speed, 

perceived steering ability, perceived durability, and perceived 

safety (see Table 2). Other tests on perceived teleoperation 

 unsafe middle safe     χ2(2) 

speed 2.5 1.5 1.9 8.6 

weight 1.6 2.1 2.3 6.5 

power 2.4 1.7 1.9 7.5 

safety 1.6 2.3 2.1 8.3 

balance 1.6 2.5 1.9 12.7 

motor power 2.4 1.6 2.0 7.4 

toughness* 1.7 2.0 2.3 4.6 

traction* 1.6 2.1 2.2 4.9 

Figure 5. Average collisions per condition. ***p<.001. Error 

bars show 95% confidence interval. 
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experience were non-significant. Friedman’s ANOVA tests on the 

post-experiment specification sheets found statistically significant 

results for balance and motor power, with trends for toughness and 

traction. These results are also included in Table 2.  

Repeated measures ANOVAs found no significant results on 

completion time (means for not safe=165s, middle=176s, 

safe=171s), collisions (means for not safe=6.0 collisions, middle = 

5.4 collisions, safe=5.8 collisions), and perceived workload (means 

for not safe=29.4 points, middle=29.4 points, safe=27.7 points). 

5.6.2 Qualitative results 

Given the lack of impact of description priming on teleoperator 

performance, we performed post-hoc open-coding qualitative 

analysis on participant short-form responses. This was done to 

better understand the impact of our priming on participants’ 

teleoperation experiences and perceptions of the robot.  

We found that 20 participants (83%) made explicit comparisons 

between the robots capabilities and their teleoperation experiences 

with them:  

I love the response time and the power of the [unsafe condition]. It’s 

quicker than the [safe condition] and I felt like the wind. – p33 

I felt more in control with [the safe condition] – p43 

Aside from durability, everything else about [the middle condition] 

felt more stable – p38 

These comments covered a range of aspects of teleoperation that 

were in fact consistent across robot conditions. Further, these 

comments aligned well with the primed robot characteristics, and 

were not randomly associated.  

All 8 participants who mentioned speed wrote that the unsafe 

condition was faster than other robots: 

It’s quicker than the previous robot and I felt like the wind – p33  

It was hard to keep the balance on this robot as it was light and had 

more speed. – p40 

Speed was less commonly mentioned in the other conditions (3 

times total), which were characterized as slower: 

[The middle condition] didn’t accelerate as fast as the other robots 
– p26 

Control was another common theme, where six people reported 

the safe condition having better control: 

I liked how in control I felt of the steering and acceleration. There 
were no surprises. – p35 

with only one to the contrary. In contrast, three people mentioned 

the middle condition had better control than the unsafe condition, 

and 2 mentioned that the unsafe condition had worse control overall.  

Finally, “responsiveness” was another common theme. The 

unsafe robot was most commonly discussed, with 7 participants 

commenting on the theme all saying that it was more responsive, 

for example, “It responds quickly, and seemed to navigate at 

relatively high speed.” – p37. The 4 participants who mentioned 

responsiveness with the middle robot all had similar comments to 

“the robot felt more flimsy and unresponsive” – p35. Only 2 

participants mentioned the responsiveness of the safe condition: 

one participant mentioned it was “more responsive” – p46, while 

the other disagreed: 

The robot is slower, doesn't have a faster response rate, motor power 

is definitely weak. My head is hurting trying to operate this robot. – 

p33 

5.6.3 Discussion of Descriptive Priming 

In this experiment, we investigated the impact of priming 

teleoperation operators using a visual and verbal description of the 

robot. Our results suggest that description priming (using paper and 

speech only) successfully changed participant perception of the 

robot, and their experience teleoperating it: we successfully altered 

participant perception of robot speed, weight, power, and overall 

safety. Further, our post-test questionnaire results indicated that our 

non-safe condition was successfully primed to be riskier than our 

safe condition in terms of balance and motor power, with trends 

pointing to potential priming in toughness and traction. These 

results emerged in spite of participants driving the exact same robot 

in each condition.  

Our qualitative results further supported this, and highlighted 

the effectiveness of our priming. More than simply memorizing the 

details provided to them, the conviction and strong tone in the 

written feedback suggests that the participants believed that the 

differences were real, despite having operated the exact same robot 

through a task repeatedly. 

We did not find any performance change in terms of completion 

time, collisions, or perceived workload. It is possible there is still a 

small effect that went undiscovered due to our small sample size of 

22 (after outlier removal). If there is indeed no effect on 

performance, it will be important to further investigate how this 

disparity between perceptions and performance can happen, and 

what it means for long-term use. Importantly, our results suggest 

that we can improve user perception of the safety or physical 

capabilities of the robot without sacrificing performance or 

changing functional aspects of the design. 

6   DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS 

In both studies, our priming methods shaped perceptions of the 

robot and convinced participants that the robots were different, 

despite driving the identical robots for upwards of 30 minutes; 

given that, in all cases, the robot was identical and did not change, 

one would reasonably expect participants to drive approximately 

equivalently, to rate the robots similarly, and to realize that they are 

the same or very similar despite what we told them. That we found 

differences in all the above measures reflects the potential of 

priming, and its potential in teleoperation. Leveraging perceptual 

changes could be immediately impact teleoperation, as perceptions 

of a product and its quality can heavily influence product success 

and use patterns [4,27,31,49]. Designing robots to feel safer or more 

usable can affect use, adoption, and popularity. 

While both priming methods were successful in changing 

participant perceptions of the robot and teleoperation experience, 

we only found teleoperation performance changes with the tangible 

method. While this result is promising, resulting in fewer collisions 

and lower workload, further inquiry is required to understand how 

much of this change was due to the priming, and how much due to 

the usability of the joystick stiffness. Clarifying this confound, 



exploring other descriptive priming methods, and exploring other 

performance metrics (e.g. average robot velocity), will help us 

better understand the limits and potential of priming on 

teleoperation performance. Regardless, as perceptions of 

technology can affect user experiences and influence adoption and 

acceptance of technology [4,27,31,49], even without performance 

differences, priming can be an important tool for roboticists in 

shaping how their robots are perceived and accepted. 

This work assumes that people respond in the same way to 

priming stimuli. However, it could be that different personalities 

may be more prone to risk taking, as suggested in transportation 

research [23]. In our results, our safe condition primed safe 

behavior, while some previous research suggests that the inverse 

may be true; for example, adding safety features to cars may result 

in less safe driving [23]. In teleoperation, a fast robot may 

encourage safer driving behaviour from a cautious person, or a 

thrill-seeking operator may get excited and try push the robot to its 

limits. We note that the science surrounding priming is still has 

conflicting results [13], thus we recommend further inquiry into 

priming and teleoperation, considering a participant’s risk-

tolerance. 

Our scenario also limits the generalizability of our results. The 

obstacle course was designed to imitate a very crowded office or 

conference venue and make teleoperation difficult. However, 

environments with dynamic obstacles (such as people in a busy 

subway station), or wider spaces such as many museums may 

change the teleoperation experience. As we noted earlier that 

research suggests that context is important for priming effects, 

investigating context for teleoperation and priming is an important 

consideration.  

7   FUTURE WORK 

These results serve as an initial starting point for looking at priming 

for teleoperation. Even our two priming method labels – descriptive 

and tangible – are general and can be explored much further and 

much more deeply. For example, descriptive research may look at 

priming with actual demonstrations of robot behavior (using acting 

to prime the danger or ease of teleoperation), different robot 

morphologies, or different robot sounds. Similarly, additional 

tangible methods could control force feedback effects to make 

collisions seem larger by adding kickback when a robot collides 

with something. Exploring each technique in depth, and starting to 

explore a broader range of priming techniques, is important for 

understanding the nuances of how priming can affect teleoperation.  

We should also explore priming beyond portraying the robot as 

more or less safe. For example, sound could be used to represent 

environmental danger in real time, or we could explore whether the 

enjoyment of teleoperating the robot could be primed. This is a new 

avenue to consider for teleoperation robot and interface design, and 

leads to a broad range of future work. 

Priming effects are often studied in the short term, such as our 

work in this paper. Long term effects of priming are less studied, 

and thus should be studied in the context of teleoperation; prior 

work suggests priming may last for hours or even months, even if 

new experiences contradict the priming [6,27,40]. Perhaps short-

term priming effects, especially when operators are first learning to 

drive a robot, may influence the development of safe long-term 

habits, but this must be formally studied. Such research would 

benefit both the psychology and teleoperation communities. 

8 CONCLUSIONS 

This work serves as a proof of concept for using behavior priming 

to shape a teleoperator’s perception of a robot, their experience 

teleoperating it, and possibly their teleoperation performance. This 

work takes priming, which has been used and studied extensively 

in psychology, and presents it as a concrete and practical tool to be 

used by robot teleoperation designers.  

We explored two specific priming approaches: one primes an 

operator’s impressions by describing a robot’s capabilities with a 

visual and vocal explanation; the other approach primes the 

operator with a tangible stimulus to represent robot capability. Our 

results demonstrate how priming can be successfully used to 

change operators’ perceptions of a robot’s speed, safety, power, and 

weight, and in some cases may even change their teleoperation 

performance in terms of number of collisions, and perception of 

workload, although further inquiry is needed to clarify the source 

of these performance differences (priming or joystick usability). 

These changes occur without ever changing the robot, its 

programming or behavior, or on-screen interface.  

Interface and robot design continue as important challenges to 

improve teleoperation, as both are important for usability and user 

experience. We believe that this work on priming teleoperators 

provides HRI designers with an additional tool to further shape 

teleoperation performance and user experience.  
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